Dear Members and Friends,

There were many Holocaust commemorations in January for International Holocaust Remembrance Day. Links to some of those programs are now, and will be, available in the FYI section below.

**GSI**, along with Classrooms Without Borders (CWB), the Johannesburg Genocide & Holocaust Centre, and the Ghetto Fighters’ House, and in partnership with Liberation 75, has created a new program series: *The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry*. This 8-part series will engage with scholars and experts who grapple with themes related to Holocaust studies. The series will explore the multifaceted discipline of Holocaust Studies through different lenses. We will include scholars whose research and publications shed new light in this field of study that continues to grow and develop. Our experts will challenge us to understand the causes, impacts, and legacies of the Holocaust.

Our thanks for our Facebook guest for January, Holocaust survivor Gabriella Karin. We now welcome our February guest (2G) Michele Gold. Michele is the author of *Memories That Won’t Go Away – A Tribute to the Children of the Kindertransport*. We hope you will join the discussion: **GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook**

Thank you, and be well,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

---

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the **GSI** interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.  

The form for event submissions may be found at: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants has a new name: World Federation of Jewish Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJSH&D). Please save the dates August 25 – 28, 2023 for their next conference which will be at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC.

CONFERENCES

Who Will Write Our History?
Early Career Educator Conference
February 2, 2023 4:30 pm ET
Center for Academic Success (CAS), Rm 106, Kean University, Union, NJ

53rd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches
March 4 – 6, 2023
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, University of Texas, Dallas, TX

Refuge Denied: Exploring the Refugee Experience in the United States from the Holocaust to the Present
March 19, 2023 9:00 am ET
Kean University, Union, NJ

Remembering & Rethinking: The International Forum on Collecting, Preserving, and Disseminating Holocaust Testimonies
April 19 – 20, 2023
Lancaster House Stable Yard London SW1A 1BB United Kingdom
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

**Holocaust Films You Can Use in the Classroom: A Guide**
February 1, 2023, 3:00 pm ET
Classrooms Without Borders / Echoes & Reflections

**Comparative Approaches to 21st Century Anglophone Holocaust Literature**
March 27 – 29, 2023
University College, London

**The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar**
June 5 – 15, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – February 6, 2023—In person in California and live on Zoom worldwide, The Braid, Santa Monica, CA
Stories of growing up in the shadow of the Holocaust are given stage in a new work of theatre: *Remembrance of Things Present*. For details and tickets, go to the-braid.org/things-present. Members of GSI can use the code gsi2023 to get a special discounted price.

Now – February 13, 2023—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
Exhibit: *The Vienna Model of Radicalisation: Austria and the Shoah*

Now – February 14, 2023—Library of Hattiesburg Petal & Forrest County, Hattiesburg, MS
Petoskey District Library, Petoskey, MI
Metropolitan Library System, Oklahoma City, OK
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: *Americans and the Holocaust*

Now – February 17, 2023—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibition: *The Yad Vashem Book of Names of Holocaust Victims*

Now – February 20, 2023—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibition: *# Fake Images: Unmask the dangers of stereotyping*

Now – February 23, 2023—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibition: *After the End of the World: Displaced Persons and Displaced Persons Camps*

Now – February 27, 2023—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
*Identity, Art and Migration: an online exhibition about seven artists persecuted by German Nazis, 1933-1945*. These six artists: Anni Albers, Friedel Dzubas, Eva Hesse, Rudi Lesser, Lily Renée and Arthur Szyk emigrated to the United States, while one, Fritz Ascher, stayed behind in
Germany, hiding in a basement for three years. Now - March 3, 2023—Chattanooga Public Library, Chattanooga, TN
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: **Americans and the Holocaust**

Now – May 10, 2023—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Exhibit from the Montreal Holocaust Museum: **Witness to History, Keepers of Memory** offers a look at the life trajectories of Holocaust survivors in Canada. For information and to schedule a visit: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – June 18, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: **Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust**.

February 1, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY
**Virtual book group:** **Determined** by A. Avraham Perlmutter featuring Keren Perlmutter, Avraham’s daughter, Henk and Jerome Beijers, grandson and great-grandson of Peter and Gertrude Beijers who hid Avraham in the Netherlands.

February 1, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**Holocaust Films You Can Use in the Classroom: A Guide**

February 2, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage - A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
**“Morgenthau: Power, Privilege, and the Rise of an American Dynasty” with Andrew Meier and Sarah Morgenthau**

February 5, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Kindertransport Association online
KTA **online book talk:** **The School that Escaped the Nazis: The True Story of the School-teacher Who Defied Hitler** with author Deborah Cadbury.

February 5, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
**Marcel Marceau and the French Resistance.** Film and discussion program tells the true story of the famous mime who used his artistry to rescue Jewish children during WWII. Panelists include Maurizius Staerkle Drux and Joanne D. Gilbert. For more and to register, [click here](#).

February 5, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Association of Jewish Libraries Capital Area, Washington, DC
**The Photographer’s Son** tells the true story of the Mandil family, who lived in Yugoslavia before World War II. The book details the family’s escape from the Nazis and their rescue by an Albanian Muslim family, the Vesilis. Author’s presentation by Maya C. Klinger.

February 5, 2023, 5:00 pm ET—Leslie and Susan Gonda (Goldschmied) Foundation, Woodland Hills, CA
**Hitler’s Furies:** A virtual evening with Dr. Wendy Lower in conversation with Dr. Miriam Klein Kassanoff.

February 6, 2023, 7:30 pm ET—Chabad at Short Hills, 650 South Orange Ave, Livingston, NJ
**The Daughter of Auschwitz: My Story of Resilience, Survival and Hope.** Tova Friedman shares her survival through every stage of the Nazis' attempt to wipe out the Jewish people. For more: 973-535-1800
February 7, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
**The Redhead of Auschwitz: A True Story**, a discussion with author Nechama Birnbaum of this biography written in honor of her grandmother. Registration is required.

February 7, 2023, 5:30 pm ET—Cohen Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Keene University, Keene, NH
**L'Dough V'Dough: Community Storytelling and Bread-baking Event**. Holocaust survivors are seated at tables to share personal stories while braiding challah.

February 7, 2023, 6:30 pm GMT—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
**Hybrid Exhibition talk:** Kristallnacht in Vienna: The Radicalisation of Antisemitic Policy in the Nazi State.

February 8, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**Healing, Hope and Resilience through Art: Holocaust Tapestries Tour**. Ted Comet shares five unique tapestries woven by his late wife, Shoshana Comet, Holocaust survivor, therapist.

February 8, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
**Zoom event:** Grandfather's Testimony, Granddaughter's Voice with Bella Brandeis.

February 9, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
**Film screening** The U.S. and the Holocaust and panel discussion with Ken Burns and Lynn Novick.

February 9, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—MorseLife Next Generations, West Palm Beach, FL
**No Child's Play: Children's Art During the Holocaust** presented by Dr. Marlene W. Yahalom.

February 12, 2023, 8:00 pm Israel Time—Beit Terezin, Israel
**Online lecture:** Playing and Picturing Chess in Theresienstadt: Understanding Holocaust Experience through Material Artifacts and Artworks with Galina Lockehhina-Mikulinser and Klara Jackl.

February 13, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Virtual event:** Stories Survive: David Wiener. David will be in conversation with Monica Gordon about his life and experiences during and after the Holocaust. Suggested donation.

February 13, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sir Martin Gilbert Learning Centre, London, UK
**Dresden: War Crime or Necessity? Reading from Sir Martin** by Lady Esther Gilbert.

February 13, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**Love After Loss:** Sheryl Ochayon will reveal the love stories behind survivors’ attempts to “return to life” after the Holocaust.

February 15, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
**Virtual book club:** The Lost Wife by Alyson Richman.
February 15, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**America and The Holocaust: A Series of Colloquies** with Michael Berenbaum.

February 15, 2023, 7:00 pm PT—Holocaust Museum LA, Los Angeles, CA
**Selfies in Auschwitz: The Challenges of Holocaust Memory in a Digital Age**

February 16, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
In-person and virtual event: **The American Way: A True Story of Nazi Escape, Superman, and Marilyn Monroe**. Authors of *The American Way*, Bonnie Siegler and Helene Stapinski, will be joined in conversation by *NY Times* contributor Bob Morris. There will be a book signing after the event. Suggested donation.

February 16, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
**On-site film screening: Baltic Truth**

February 16, 2023, 7:00 pm—University Theater, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL
**When Extremist Ideas Are No Longer Considered “Extreme”**. For more information: southeast@ushmm.org.

February 19, 2023, 1:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual event: **The Voices of the Second Generation: Children of Survivors Writing Their Stories**. Dr. Irit Felsen in conversation with Dr. Talila Kosh Zohar, author of *The Ethics of Memory: The Voices of Mnemosyne and the Literature of the Second Generation* and *Martha’s Notebooks*, and Goran Rosenberg, author of *A Brief Stop on the Road from Auschwitz*, about their writing and their experiences as children of survivors. Suggested donation.

February 19, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighters’ House, West Galilee, Israel
Zoom **Birth, Sex and Abuse: Women’s Voices under Nazi Rule** with Dr. Beverley Chalmers.

February 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, the Johannesburg Genocide & Holocaust Centre, the Ghetto Fighters’ House, and GSI, Zoom series.
First in the series **The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry**. Topic: psychology with guest speaker psychiatrist Dr. Robert Krell.

February 23, 2023, 7:30 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**More Forbidden Music: Jewish Composers Banned by the Nazis**, a concert performed by musicians of Vienna’s Exilarte Center in collaboration with students from the Mannes College of Music.

February 24, 2023, 8:00 pm Israel Time—Beit Terezin, Israel
Online lecture: **The Jews of Denmark in the Holocaust – Life and Death in Theresienstadt** with Silvia Goldbaum Tarabini Fracapane.

February 26, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Virtual Walking Tour: Vienna, Austria**. Fees.
February 26, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual event: The Rosenstrasse Protest: Commemorating the 80th Anniversary
The Rosenstrasse Protest of 1943 was held against the incarceration and potential deportation of roughly 2,000 people who were arrested by the Gestapo on February 27, 1943. With their loved ones held at Rosenstrasse 2-4 in Berlin, family members kept their protest going for a week until Nazi leader Joseph Goebbels ordered the prisoners’ release. Suggested donation.

February 28, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
The Confidante: The Untold Story of the Woman who Helped Win WW II & Shaped Modern America with author Christopher C Gorham.

March 13, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Women in the Ghettos, presented by Professor Dalia Ofer, Professor Lori Weintrob, Professor Sara Horowitz, and Dr. Batya Brutin.

March 17 – April 28, 2023—Furman University, Greenville, SC
Troy University, Troy, AL
Prairie State College Library, Chicago Heights, IL
Boise State University, Boise, ID

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibition: Americans and the Holocaust.

April 18, 2023 – January 8, 2024—Polin Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland
Exhibit: "Around Us a Sea of Fire. The fate of Jewish civilians during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising"

April 20, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Spring Theater with the Braid: Remembrance of Things Present, a new work of theatre depicting stories of growing up in the shadow of the Holocaust.

April 24 – May 7, 2023—Prime Stage Theatre, Pittsburgh, PA
The world premiere of Perseverance. Few visitors to the G&S Jewelry Store in Pittsburgh’s Squirrel Hill neighborhood during the 1960s and ’70s were aware that the cheerful proprietor, Melvin Goldman, had spent his teens enduring the horrors of Auschwitz before arriving as a penniless refugee in postwar Pittsburgh intent on reshaping his family’s destiny. Streaming will be available on Prime Stage Theatre’s website.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives January 20, 2023
JCC Krakow Newsletter
Memoria Magazine
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem January 18, 2023
Yad Vashem January 23, 2023

FYI… UNESCO calls for intensified collective efforts to combat antisemitism online

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:

January 17, 2023: “Holocaust Fraud in Lithuania” by Grant Gochin
January 18, 2023: First Person with Holocaust Survivor Agi Geva
January 22, 2023: “We Don’t Know What the Future Holds”: Being a Refugee Then and Today
January 27, 2023: The Moment She Lost Her Family Captured in a Photo

Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past Museo del Holocausto de Buenos Aires programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage

Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news… Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International

The Communities That Risked Everything to Rescue Jews
NATO Marks International Holocaust remembrance Day
International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust
On Holocaust Remembrance Day, the U.N. Hears of a Little-Known Killing Field.
Holocaust Remembrance: Beware 'Siren Songs Of Hate'
Holocaust Europe wants to cover up: A shocking new book by a leading academic details how countries from Norway to France colluded in the mass slaughter of the Jews. No wonder they're now rewriting history to hide the truth.
Auschwitz anniversary marked as Europe's peace again shattered by war
The rampant use and abuse of the Holocaust analogy
European Jewish student group sues Twitter over its handling of antisemitism and Holocaust denial
Exhibit Listing Millions of Holocaust Victims to Go on Display at UN Headquarters
‘Book of Names’ listing all known Holocaust victims put on display at United Nations
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: Yad Vashem Opens 'The Book Of Names' At The UN
Holocaust ‘Book of Names’ to be inaugurated at the UN underscores the individual identities of the 6 million
"A name for eternity" - Yad Vashem's Book of Names.

Events around the World for International Holocaust Remembrance Day
International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust

Home, Belonging And The Holocaust
Rabbis, teachers, survivors: 18 Jews whose deaths diminished our communities in 2022

Poland pressures Germany on war reparations - DW
Poland Dispute Over Holocaust School Trips' Content Resolved, Says Outgoing Minister
Jewish Heirs of Van Gogh Painting With Nazi Past Sue Current Japanese Owners for $750 Million

In first, Israel loans Holocaust survivors' heirlooms to Germany..
My German aunt died in the Holocaust. A Munich high school made sure she was never forgotten

The People With Purple Triangles
Essex Shul Plans A 'First-Of-Its-Kind' Shabbat Revival Trip In Eastern Poland

How 2 brothers dug up Nazi footage for the Nuremberg Trials and the US covered it up
Holocaust Becoming More Acknowledged in Arab World—Report
Activists From Abraham Accord Nations Commemorate Holocaust

Hamas Holocaust Denial Gets a Free Pass From Media Outlets

Australia
Buna and Boonah sound alike but have a little in common with each other
International Holocaust Remembrance Day
Holocaust survivor’s ticket to freedom thanks to a Swedish diplomat, his mother and quick wit
‘Being alive, I find this a personal triumph’

A Man Who Made 'Australia A Better Place'

Tributes for Aron Kleinlehrer

What's On Melbourne: Not as simple as it sounds - Star Observer

Holocaust Ed Urgent In Age Of Social Media

Melbourne university first in Australia to take up controversial definition of antisemitism

Jewish woman 'terrified' after Neo-Nazi made a racial slur in Coles

The Holocaust Is the Only Event In Human History That Truly Frightens People

The Holocaust Must Not Be Forgotten And Yet Today The Greater Risk Is Banalisation

'Disappointing On Many Levels'

Australian politician under fire for wearing Nazi uniform at 21st birthday party

Would a law banning the Nazi salute be effective – or enforceable?
Neo-Nazis blasted for 'cowardly' act at Melbourne primary school
Performing Nazism: Why Would You Wear The Holocaust Like A Costume?
Assaults, verbal abuse, and harassment: 'Alarming' rise of antisemitism in Australia
Something very amiss at Maxwell House - AIJAC
We Live By The Choices We Make
Warped And Deranged: Hitler Valentine's Day Products Withdrawn From Sale
Allowing Kanye West entry would 'fan the flames' of anti-Semitism, Holocaust museum warns

**Austria**
Veteran Austrian Jewish journalist and Holocaust survivor Karl Pfeifer dies at 94
Karl Pfeifer, Journalist Who Documented 20th Century With A Jewish Eye, Dies at 94: A Personal Memoriam
You Can Retrace the Footsteps Jewish Refugees Took on a Hike Through the Alps

**Azerbaijan**
Holocaust Victims Commemorated In Baku

**Brazil**
Rio Holocaust Memorial remembers Jewish victims - and others

**Canada**
Statement by Minister Hussen on Raoul Wallenberg Day 18 January
Statement by the Prime Minister on International Holocaust Remembrance Day
NDP Statement: International Holocaust Remembrance Day
International Holocaust Remembrance Day: importance of education and awareness in Manitoba | Watch News Videos Online
Saskatchewan remembers Holocaust victims on Holocaust Remembrance Day | Globalnews.ca
International Holocaust Remembrance Day Marked in B.C. Amid Increase In Antisemitic Incidents
Renowned Holocaust scholar Michael Marrus passes away at 81
Obituary: Gerda Frieberg, 97, a Holocaust survivor who was a dynamo in education and community activism in Toronto
Hear The Stories Of 5 Holocaust Survivors In A New Collection Of Audio Memoirs
'Living is an honour': Bond between world's oldest Holocaust-surviving siblings forged in brutal time
Grandmother's poems, penned in concentration camp, make beautiful music
Survivors' stories, contemporary connections inspire students on Holocaust Remembrance Day
Remembering the horrors of the Holocaust 78 years after liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau

Holocaust Educator 'Passed The Torch Of Remembrance'

Holocaust Survivor Shares Story

Pictures from Auschwitz show haunting human reality of Holocaust

As Knowledge About Holocaust Wanes, Antisemitism Flourishes

Holocaust survivor stories are reminders of why we need to educate against antisemitism

UVic Experts On Holocaust Memorialization

The Holocaust offers lessons for a better tomorrow | The Star

Editorial: Lessons From The Evil Of The Holocaust

Fighting the rise in antisemitism through Holocaust education | Globalnews.ca

Let’s reaffirm our ideals in the fight against racism and hatred in all their forms

Pop-up exhibit shines light on need for more Holocaust education in N.B. | CBC News

Exhibit at Fredericton art gallery provides further education into Holocaust

Take Our 15 Minute Audio Tour Of Winnipeg's Redesigned Holocaust Education Centre

Inherited trauma: Growing up the child of a Holocaust survivor | CBC News

Many Younger People Haven't Heard Of Holocaust, So A Renewed Commitment From Canadians

Support for Ukraine, anti-Semitism mural highlighted at ‘Fiddler on the Roof’ in Edmonton | Globalnews.ca

Canadian Jewish groups demand that Amazon remove Holocaust denial and Nazi-themed items

'Never Again' Oakville students calling on Canadians to wear blue on Jan. 27

Puzzles From The Holocaust - University Of Victoria

Montreal West Island students learn about the Holocaust - Montreal | Globalnews.ca

Montreal neo-Nazi found guilty of promoting hatred | CBC News

Montreal Court Convicts Canadian Neo-Nazi of Antisemitic Incitement

Czech Republic

Czech Terezin Survivor Uses TikTok To Shed Light On Holocaust

Lessons on antisemitism, anti-Zionism, the Holocaust at Theresienstadt

France

A visitor to Paris finds a dark layer of Jewish history in the City of Light

Adolfo Kaminsky Dies at 97; His Forgeries Saved Thousands of Jews

Adolfo Kaminsky, French Resistance forger who saved thousands during the Holocaust, dies at 97
Germany

Race Against The Clock For Germany's Top Nazi Hunter

Holocaust objects to be displayed at German parliament

16 Objects From Germany Tell The Story Of Holocaust In New Ways

Germany awards Holocaust survivor Friedländer Federal Cross of Merit

Yad Vashem Chairman Dani Dayan: 'When You See Antisemitism Act Immediately'

Germany Remembers Victims Of Nazi Persecution Of Sexual Minorities

German Zoo Gets $26 Million From Widow Of Animal-Loving Holocaust Survivor

German zoo receives first installment of $26m gift from Holocaust survivor’s widow.

German court seeks to force COVID-19 vaccine on Holocaust survivor

Greece

Jewish Community Holocaust Remembrance Is 'Sacred Mission'

Vandals again desecrate Holocaust memorial in Thessaloniki, once home to largest Sephardic community in Europe

Thessaloniki: Holocaust Mural Vandalized With Nazi Symbols

Mural Commemorating Jewish Greek Holocaust Victims Defaced with Swastikas

Israel

Why does Israel fail to support Holocaust survivors? - opinion

Meir Panim is taking care of lonely Holocaust survivors in Israel

Gallery: Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial Museum - Anash.org

Watch: Jerusalem mall offers virtual tour of Auschwitz

Watch: Virtual Reality Tours of Auschwitz Offered in Jerusalem

Yad Vashem memorial chairman flags surge in antisemitism

In the shadow of giants

Watch: World’s oldest journalist, Holocaust survivor, turns 99 – and he isn’t slowing down

Walter Bingham celebrates 99

An Israeli city nixed an LGBTQ Holocaust docu showing; residents screened it instead

In Israel, a Holocaust survivor has made falafel a symbol of Jewish resilience

Italy

Italian Jewish leaders condemn parliament president for honoring neo-fascist party

Olympian veterans in Italian Holocaust Memorial Day run

Italy pays tribute to victims of the Holocaust
Murals showing The Simpsons as Holocaust victims on train station wall
Pop artist paints ‘Simpsons’ characters as Holocaust victims outside Milan Holocaust memorial

Japan
Heirs of German-Jewish banker sue for restitution of one of van Gogh’s most famous paintings
Japanese firm defends ownership of 'Nazi-tainted' Van Gogh 'Sunflowers' painting
Lessons From Holocaust For A Time Of Conflict

Lithuania
Lithuania passes law allocating nearly $40 million for Holocaust survivors
New Documentaries Expose Lithuanian Guilt In Holocaust

Netherlands
In the Netherlands, a majority do not know the Holocaust affected their country
Nuance Is Difficult When It Involves Nazis, a Museum Finds
New Study Reveals Nearly One Quarter Of Dutch Millennials And GenZ Believe The Holocaust Was A Myth Or Exaggerated
A 'red flag' for Holocaust knowledge in the country where Anne Frank hid from the Nazis
Survey shows a lack of Holocaust awareness in the country that was home to Anne Frank
How the Holocaust is remembered in the land of Anne Frank
How this Holocaust heroine saved 100 Jewish babies destined for death
Anti-Semitic slogan carved by new Jewish memorial stones in Lochem
Old Nazi map sparks treasure hunt in the Netherlands
Hunting for Nazi gold in a Dutch village
Opinion: Remember the story of Steven and his tomatoes

Norway
This 13-Foot-Long Munch Painting Was Hidden From the Nazis in a Norwegian Forest

Philippines
VP Sara: Holocaust Lessons Must Be Taught To Future Generations

Poland
Poland Remembers The Holocaust
Jewish doctors in the Warsaw Ghetto secretly documented the effects of Nazi-imposed starvation, and the knowledge is helping researchers today – podcast
Builders uncover Jewish WWII trove in yard in Poland
Polish Builders Find 400 Buried Jewish Items
Treasure trove of Jewish silver found near Holocaust ghetto site in Poland. Take a look
Polish Builders Unearth Trove Of Pre-War Jewish Belongings At Building Site
Hundreds of Personal Items Owned by Jews During World War II Found in Polish Home
Poland refuses to confront its 1968 antisemitic pogrom against Jews
Holocaust scholars worry the Polish govt is rewriting history
Renowned Holocaust survivor and educator to be awarded one of Poland’s highest honors
‘Last chance’ plea for memorial to Gdansk ghetto
Previously Unseen Photos of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Discovered
Lost photos from Warsaw Ghetto Uprising reveal horror of Jews’ last stand
New images discovered in Poland offer a never-before-seen perspective on the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
Holocaust Remembrance Day At Auschwitz Death Camp

Romania
Romanian city council votes down plan to remove bust of pro-Nazi government official
Bucharest city council rejects plan to remove bust of pro-Nazi Minister.

Russia
Russia not invited to Auschwitz liberation ceremony
Ukraine war: Auschwitz anniversary marked without Russia
Distrust, Animosity, and Solidarity: Jews and Non-Jews during the Holocaust in the USSR
'Absurd': Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov sparks backlash for invoking Holocaust
Russia’s foreign minister says West’s opposition to Russia’s war is like Hitler’s ‘final solution’
Russia’s Lavrov says West seeking Hitler-style ‘final solution,’ sparking protests
EU slams Lavrov for claiming West seeking Nazi-style ‘final solution’ against Russia

Serbia
On Holocaust Remembrance Day, a Plea of Sorts for Forgiveness

Slovakia
The Man Who Saved My Grandfather

United Arab Emirates
United Arab Emirates Adds Holocaust Education to School Curriculum
Why An Arab Nation Has Opted To Teach The Holocaust In Its Schools
UAE May Include Holocaust Lessons In School Curriculums
Teaching the Holocaust in the Arab World has its Pitfalls
16th century Torah scroll that survived the Holocaust to be exhibited in Dubai

UK

Holocaust Memorial Day: King and Queen Consort light candles in remembrance of millions of victims
The King And Queen Consort Mark Holocaust Memorial Day
Holocaust Survivor Included in Prince Charles’ First New Years’ Honors List After Celebrating 99th Birthday
Auschwitz Survivor Lily Ebert Celebrates 99th Birthday And MBE
Lord Ashcroft: The moving story of wartime heroine Magdalene Mould
Calderstones Mum Never Revealed Her Past Fighting The Nazis
The Nazi Hunter: Remembering Victims Of The Holocaust
'We must never be complacent about division' says Sadiq Khan at HMD ceremony
Holocaust Survivor Zigi Shipper Dies On His 93rd Birthday
'Brilliant' Holocaust Survivor Zigi Shipper Dies On His 93rd Birthday
Prince William And Kate Middleton Pay Tribute To Holocaust Survivor Zigi Shipper
'Zigi Looked At His Family Picture On The Wall Every Day To Celebrate His Survival'
Holocaust Survivor Portraits To Be Exhibited In Parliament
Powerful portraits to celebrate survivors of the Nazi Holocaust
Holocaust Memorial Day: Portraits of more than 60 survivors on show
PM promises law to build Holocaust memorial centre
Foreign Secretary Leads Calls To Remember Victims Of The Holocaust
MPs condemn antisemitism and fake news in Holocaust Memorial Day debate
Light in the dark: Britain comes together to mark Holocaust Memorial Day
Survivors And Leaders Mark Holocaust Remembrance Day
Holocaust Memorial Day: The Magic Of Ordinary People Can Conquer The Hate That Led To The Holocaust And Still Haunts Humanity Today
Call to ensure ‘never again means never again’ at moving Holocaust memorial event
From Sir Nicholas Winton To Major Frank Foley: British Heroes Of The Holocaust
Story Of Heroic Scot Who Was Killed In The Holocaust To Be Told Again
Windermere Children return for Holocaust Memorial Day
The Lost History Of Tynemouth's Holocaust Safe House For Girls
Lack of punishment for Holocaust perpetrators examined in British-made documentary.
UK Conservative party MP booted out for comparing COVID vaccines to the Holocaust
British parliament member booted from Conservative Party after comparing COVID-19 vaccination to Holocaust
Suspended Tory MP says Holocaust comment was ‘in no way antisemitic’
Hancock Refuses To Apologise For Labelling MP's Covid Holocaust Remarks 'Antisemitic'
Charity refuses to delete clip of Holocaust survivor confronting Home Secretary
Use words carefully warns Jenrick after Braverman criticised by Holocaust survivor
Antisemitism prominent in UK now - Holocaust survivor
Model Launches Crypto Technology Global Holocaust Remembrance Campaign
Rishi Sunak to bring forward a bill to build Westminster Holocaust Memorial
Welsh Politician Plans Holocaust Memorial Without Mentioning Jews
Mayor whose family escaped a horror to host service on Holocaust Memorial Day
Holocaust Memorial Day: Robert Rinder speaks at Exeter Cathedral service
Holocaust Memorial Day: University of Sussex announces study programme
Trent Building Turns Purple For Holocaust Memorial Day - University of Nottingham
What’s the best way to upset Hitler? Apply for German citizenship, say Matt Lucas and David Baddiel
‘Holocaust is part of me...but it does not define me,’ Salter tells City Hall HMD event
How I Survived The Shoah And Why I Share My Story
Partnership Launched to Fight Holocaust Misinformation, Antisemitism
Huddersfield Heritage Centre’s Chilling Insight Into How Holocaust Survivors Fled Persecution
BBC documentary tells story of MS St Louis and its Jewish passengers
The Shoah Robbed Us Of So Much Creative Talent- And The Last Of Those Who Survived Are Now Leaving Us
Anne Frank, After The Annex: Haunting Book Reveals What Became Of 15-Year-Old Diarist After Her Family Were Dragged Off By the Nazis
Debut author's post-Holocaust novel sparks nine-way bidding war
This Pole Changed My View On The Holocaust
Holocaust Survivor Relives Terror While Putin's War Rages On
BBC To Mark Holocaust Memorial Day With Three New Documentaries
The Simple Truth Of The Tens Stages Of Genocide - Olivia Marks-Woldman
Holocaust museum shines light on loss with exhibition of objects it is missing
We must remember how they lived, not just how they died
Northern Gallery's Guide Reveal 'Hidden' Shoah Stories
The Boy Used By The Nazis To Conceal Truth Of Holocaust
Holocaust Memorial Day: Survivor describes horror of watching Nazi death squad kill her mother
Manchester mayor says meeting Holocaust survivors is biggest honour of his job
Manchester exhibit captures the spirit of survival in the wake of the Holocaust
The music that tells the story of a three-year-old refugee girl
We Must Never Forget: The Holocaust Was Unique
Auschwitz Goes Virtual With New Educational VR Tour
UK enhancing Holocaust education for teachers
Chastened Anne Frank Trust appoints Shoah survivors after JC probe
Of Maus and men: Valuable insights into a controversial classic
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas Holocaust inaccuracies lead to new lessons on Shoah for schools
Fritz And Kurt: A Moving Shoah Book For Older Children
How To Understand The People Who Stood By?
Immortalised in bronze: Holocaust survivor who searched for brother for 70 years
The Holocaust: An Unfinished History by Dan Stone review – a timely corrective to a shifting narrative
Suella Braverman Confronted By Holocaust Survivor Over 'Invasion' Rhetoric
Suella Braverman Refuses To Apologize To Holocaust Survivor, 83, Over Refugee Invasion Remarks
I confronted Suella Braverman because as a Holocaust survivor I know what words of hate can do | Joan Salter
UK minister refuses to apologize to Holocaust survivor over anti-migrant rhetoric
Wellingborough's Swanspool Gardens To Host Annual Holocaust Memorial Day In January
Prince Harry Claims Prince William, Princess Kate Told Him to Wear Scandalous Nazi Uniform to Costume Party
Prince Harry 'claims William encouraged him to wear Nazi uniform in new book.
In memoir, Prince Harry said to claim infamous Nazi costume was William’s idea.
Prince Harry's claim Wills and Kate involved in Nazi outfit branded ‘bull****’.
Harry: Former Chief Rabbi 'Did Not Mince His Words' After Nazi Uniform Furor
Lord Ashcroft recalls the forgotten heroine of the Holocaust
How the Holocaust Began, review: a chilling reminder that the Nazis did not act alone
Munch Painting Hid From Nazis in Norwegian Forest to Be Auctioned by Sothebys in Restitution Settlement
‘Jews Out’: Nazi board game for kids to be exhibited on Holocaust Remembrance Day
The Last Stage review – cinema’s first look at the horror of Auschwitz
The US and the Holocaust review – unmissable Ken Burns doc reveals how Hitler was inspired by America

Holocaust survivor says we should be ‘kinder to refugees’

Opinion: How to define the future of Holocaust education and commemoration?

Opinion: A timeline of prejudice, from Shylock to the Shoah

How British music was transformed by the refugees who played a new tune

Children taught about Holocaust through eyes of Welsh child refugees

Holocaust Survivor's Daughter Says Her Mum Never Talked About The Horrors Of Auschwitz

Holocaust victims' descendant gets family photos after 80 years

Top travel firm uses 'fire' emojis on Shoah tour ads

The Chef's Reclaiming Lithuania's Cuisine

Fitness Trainer Embarks On 212-Mile Walk For Holocaust Memorial Day

Contestant on UK’s ‘The Apprentice’ Apologizes for Selling Dagger With Nazi Swastika on Online Antiques Marketplace

Ukraine

Project Spotlight: Rescue Flights for Holocaust Survivors

The Holocaust’s forgotten massacre

The Holocaust Survivor Who Fled Ukraine Twice

USA

‘A treasure of humanity’: 102-year-old Nazi prosecutor is still pushing for peace

‘The great unpunishment’: How, why so many Holocaust perpetrators got away with it

US Lawmakers Introduce Legislation Honoring Diplomatic ‘Heroes of the Holocaust’

The U.S. diplomat seeking justice for Holocaust survivors

The battle for Holocaust restitution has collapsed - opinion

Heirs of German couple who fled Nazis sue Guggenheim for Picasso

A Jewish family sold a Picasso to flee Nazis. Their heirs want it back.

U.N. exhibit remembers when the world turned its back on stateless Jewish refugees

Where’s the Outrage Over Biden Comparing Illegal Immigrants to Holocaust Victims?

Nikki Haley slams Biden for clumsy immigration-Holocaust comparison

Donald Trump decries Nazi comparisons while 'adopting' their 'authoritarian' tactics: journalist

'Gestapo type operation!' Trump delivers furious Truth Social rant against 'thug' special prosecutor

CBS’ Brennan Grills McCarthy About Putting Marjorie Taylor Greene on Covid Subcommittee: She Compared Mask Mandates to the ‘Holocaust’
How a U.S. Senator from Minnesota became a key player in a Nazi plot

Emhoff to visit Poland and Germany amid rising antisemitism

Doug Emhoff will visit Oskar Schindler’s factory during Poland and Germany visit

Emhoff To Visit Auschwitz To Mark International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Second gentleman Emhoff visits Auschwitz, part of a push against antisemitism

Second Gentleman Doug Emhoff tours Auschwitz on Holocaust Remembrance Day

‘Live without fear’: Doug Emhoff opens up about his Jewishness as he visits his ancestors’ Polish hometown

Video Holocaust Remembrance Day

We’re visiting Auschwitz because the fight against antisemitism didn’t end with liberation

Long Island Republicans call on George Santos to resign, citing his Holocaust claims and other lies

George Santos, congressman who lied about having Jewish heritage, once praised Hitler on Facebook

Santos Delivers House Speech on Holocaust After Lying About It

Republican National Committee to vote to formally condemn antisemitism in the party

Vintage Chicago Tribune: In 1977, Skokie was a refuge for thousands of Holocaust survivors. Then a group of self-styled Nazis planned a march.

‘Jews do not have a monopoly on persecution’ major paper complains on Holocaust Remembrance Day

Holocaust Remembrance Day: How Trauma Persists

A Day—or Two—to Remember the Holocaust

AI Technology Helps Families Identify Relatives In Images From Holocaust

What Can We Learn On This Holocaust International Remembrance Day

Auschwitz Survivors Share Treasured Recipes | Hadassah Magazine

Holocaust survivors share their Jewish recipes in new cookbook: "Food, it reminds you of your family"

Google defines 'Holocaust' as Jewish sacrificial ritual

Families of Holocaust survivors take fight for treaty funds to DC Circuit

Why the US Government Is Right to Use the IHRA Definition of Antisemitism

Most Americans Lack Some Basic Knowledge About Holocaust

Holocaust survivors are taking to TikTok to raise awareness among the young

How long before new TikTokers see Nazi content? 75 minutes, according to a Jan. 6 committee test

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency’s 10 most-read stories of 2022
18 notable Jews who died in 2022

Extraordinary lives: 18 notable New York Jews who died in 2022

A new portrait collection showcases 90 Holocaust survivors who lived long and full lives

Jewish Biography: Henri Bergson - San Diego Jewish World

A Philadelphia high school librarian was ordered to remove a poster with an Elie Wiesel quote

Posters of Holocaust survivor’s quote to return to Central Bucks library after principal ordered removal

7 ways NYC is marking International Holocaust Remembrance Day

How the 'Jewish Kennedys' helped save 200,000 Jews in WWII and delayed Iranian nukes

Joe Scarborough: How did the Holocaust begin? With a lie.

Becoming ordinary in the shadow of the Holocaust

Holocaust Survivor Help Ukrainian Refugees Transition To New Lives

'Help them understand the reason behind why': 2 CT teachers fight hate with Holocaust education

Holocaust Remembrance Day: May we never forget

Remembering the Holocaust

BDE:: Mrs. Rizel Moskowitz, 101 - Holocaust Survivor

‘A life worth celebrating’: Holocaust survivor, father of synagogue leader dies at 92

Saving a Holocaust Survivor From Cremation in Chicago

How Strangers Gave a Holocaust Survivor a Jewish Funeral - Saving an elderly man on Chicago's South Side from cremation

Santa Barbara Museum of Art Sued over Nazi-Looted Drawing

Kindertransport refugees reunite for first time since 1939 | Greater LA

The Last Chance Testimony Initiative

Georgia Woman Working To Preserve Stories Of Holocaust Survivors

Holocaust survivor is finally reunited with the family that saved his life

The forgotten Holocaust: North African Jews share history often untold

Lubbock man shares his family’s Holocaust story hoping the world will never forget

Seven Hills resident, Holocaust survivor celebrates 101st birthday

Why So Many Americans Know Little About The History Of The Holocaust

Holocaust survivor shares family’s story so it won’t happen again

Holocaust survivor living in Kentucky shares his experience

Holocaust survivor Paula Weissman shares survival story

Turning Horror Into Hope: Holocaust Survivor Recounts Past To Help The Present

The Importance Of Holocaust remembrance Day With Author Danica Davidson
Holocaust survivor's story of heartbreak, hope recorded for generations to come

Howell High School Students Learn From Holocaust Survivor

Holocaust Survivors

Opinion: Sharone Korman: From the Holocaust To The White House: What A Difference 80 Years Makes

Local Holocaust Survivor Honored As Holocaust Survivor At Temple B'nai Sholom

'It's worth fighting for life': Northbrook Holocaust survivor Etta Katz shares her story of perseverance

Holocaust Remembrance Day: Survivor traded soap for bread to stay alive

Jan. 27, 2023: He survived the Holocaust, then flourished on Colorado’s folk music scene

Attorney General Phil Weiser's Family Survived The Holocaust

Actor Josh Gad Discusses How His Grandfather Met Mengele And Survived The Holocaust

Oregon Remembers Holocaust Survivor On Day Of Remembrance

Alamosa’s Marx recalls surviving the Holocaust

How Respect And Communication Saved His Life During The Holocaust

International Holocaust Remembrance Day is commemorated - Mid Hudson News

Joshua M Greene is a popular lecturer on Holocaust history and the spiritual quest

Holocaust Survivors Crucial Documents Found On Ancestry

The Gift of the Accordion

What Really Transpired at the Wannsee Conference?

Picturing A Lost World

They Risked Their Lives For Others: Author Richard Hurowitz Remembers Unsung Heroes of the Holocaust

Most states lack strong laws requiring Holocaust and genocide education

Jewish community members to boycott JMU’s Holocaust Remembrance event

Alleging exclusion, Jewish faculty boycott James Madison University’s Holocaust commemoration event

International Holocaust Remembrance Day at The Holocaust Museum in North Naples

Here's How Holocaust Education Is Shifting In Minnesota

Empathy and humanity are at the center of Holocaust education in Arizona.

Arizona Historical Society Reimagines Future With First Holocaust Education Center In Phoenix

Proposed bill requires NM schools to teach the Holocaust, other acts of genocide

Honoring International Holocaust Remembrance Day at Holocaust Museum Houston

Son Of Holocaust Survivor Named To State Antisemitism Advisory Commission
Grand Rapids Man Shares Father's Journey Surviving The Holocaust

Raritan Valley Community College to host Montreal Holocaust Museum Traveling Exhibition from Jan. 12

Traveling Exhibit Highlighting Americans And The Holocaust Coming To Metropolitan Library

National memorial designation for Kol Israel Holocaust Memorial reminds us to never forget: editorial

Boston Holocaust Museum to use survivor hologram to recount experience

Chico library presentation honors International Holocaust Remembrance Day

78 years on, Jewish Holocaust rescuers want their story told

Holocaust survivor David Schaecter records testimony for future Boston museum

Holocaust Survivor Sits Down With WCNC Charlotte: I Still Have Dreams About It

Alaska Jewish Museum commemorates Holocaust Remembrance Day

The Minyan: Holocaust Survivors

Remembering victims and survivors of the Holocaust

NYC Holocaust Survivor Gets Family Photos She's Never Seen, Thanks to Stranger's Help

Opinion: Remember the Holocaust today

Opinion: Our timely Holocaust exhibit

San Diego Board of Supes Approves Holocaust Exhibit

New Holocaust exhibit at Chatham University reflects on past horrors to prevent further harm

A local holocaust survivor is being honored with an exhibit all her own

Holocaust education, antisemitism talk set at one of Pa.’s oldest synagogues | Penn State University

New Holocaust Exhibit For Kids In New York Focuses On Danish Resistance During World War II

Cattle Car Experience Takes Savannah Through Holocaust Education Amid Rise In Anti-Semitism

Tornadoes Can't Stop Texas' Largest Holocaust Education Event

New Mexico Holocaust Museum running low on space

Purely Commentary: A Victor Valiant

Beauty And Terror Displays Powerful And Historic Subject Matter

Columbia Middle School Diversity Committee Hosts Maus Literary Lunch

Middle school to host screening of Holocaust documentary

San Antonio Public Library’s Holocaust Learn and Remember taking place this Jan.

Documentary About Prolific Artist Killed in Auschwitz Makes World Premiere at New York Jewish Film Festival

Netflix's 'You People' compares American slavery to the Holocaust
Whoopi Goldberg's Warped View Of The Holocaust

Editorial: Be vigilant in standing up to hatred

My Take: 'We So Easily Dehumanize One Another; We Must Do Everything We Can To Prevent It'

Uncomfortable Truths: Introduction To Holocaust And Genocide Studies Class Examines The Past To Change The Future

A Holocaust survivor held his great-grandchild. The story doesn't end there

Children Of The Holocaust: The Story Of A Survivor From The Former Soviet Union

'Songs Of Hope': Musician To Play Viola Saved From Holocaust In Bergen

Forensic musicologists race to rescue works lost after the Holocaust

Broadway play sends powerful message about remembering and understanding the Holocaust

Broadway stars to perform songs written during the Holocaust at Carnegie Hall

Chita Rivera, Harvey Fierstein, Shoshana Bean, More Will Be Part of Songs From the Holocaust at Carnegie Hall

Songs Written by Holocaust Survivors, Victims Performed at Iconic Carnegie Hall on Eve of Remembrance Day

New England Commemorates The Holocaust With The Voice Of The' Violins Of Hope '

Mandel Foundation Helps Jewish Review Of Books To Continue To Tell Stories

East Brunswick Author Shirley Russak Wachtel Pens Novel 'A Castle In Brooklyn'

A Tale for Two to Tell

Pledge to stop antisemitism on International Holocaust Remembrance Day and always | Opinion

‘Chocolates from Tangier’ - Santa Barbara News-Press

Opinion | Book bans, Ukraine and the end of Roe: The year 2022 in Jewish ideas

Art Spiegelman on life with a '500-pound mouse chasing me'

New novel underscores timeliness of historical lessons from the Holocaust

Opinion: A Holocaust remembrance - and lessons we have yet to learn

Digital series marks International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Christie’s Auction House Honors Nazi-Looted Art Restitution Efforts With Yearlong, Worldwide Series of Events

Garment exhibit showcases Holocaust survivor's creations

'People Should Know What Happens When Hate Gets Out Of Control': Boca Raton Holocaust Sports Exhibit Opens Eyes

Virginia rabbi shares family's Holocaust story: 'If we forget, we invite this to happen again'

Writer's new play focuses on 982 Holocaust refugees who came to Oswego during World War II

Steven Spielberg On Ending ‘Schindler’s List’ With Cemetery Scene: “That Ending Was A Way To Verify That Everything In The Movie Was True”
Ken Burns on His Most Important Film - The Free Press

The First Look at Disney's Anne Frank Miniseries Is Here

Disney+ Releases First Look of New Miniseries About Dutch Secretary Who Hid Anne Frank’s Family During Holocaust

Trailer Released for Limited Series About Dutch Secretary Who Hid Anne Frank and Family During World War II

A new film brings to life ‘the largest single work of art created by a Jew during the Holocaust’

Hidden Film History: The antifa ‘Casablanca’ star who defied Goebbels for the Jewish woman he loved

Liev Schreiber and Bel Powley Preview Holocaust Drama A Small Light In First Featurette

Hitler is alive and in hiding in final season of ‘Hunters,’ Amazon’s series about Jews killing Nazis

Television Goriest Holocaust Revenge Fantasy Has Had A Change Of Heart. Will It Matter?

Documentary On Children Of Holocaust Survivors Debuts In Jacksonville

Silent Soldiers in Hot Pink

Why the decision to shut down a Jewish play in Florida borders on obscenity

Son of Holocaust survivors to conduct world premiere of ‘Anne Frank’ opera

Spielberg’s ‘Fabelmans’ earns 7 Oscar nods, WWII epic with anti-Nazi past gets 9

The Man In the Basement - Thriller On Holocaust Denial Trolls

College grad from New Rochelle pays homage to Jewish lives lost in Holocaust with charity performance

Greensburg Salem High Setting For Senior Student's Holocaust Presentation

A new mural in Nolita celebrates a Holocaust rescuer

Albuquerque artist tells stories of Holocaust survivors through paintings

More to the Story with Staley – Holocaust Exhibit

In ‘Invited to Life,’ A Photographer Captures the Vibrant Present of Holocaust Survivors

Pianist Lara Downes to stream Holocaust Remembrance Day concert – J.

Entries sought for annual Holocaust writing and art contests

Local Nonprofit Helps To Bring Awareness To Holocaust Through Annual Essay Contest

Florida Woman Arrested Defrauding Holocaust Survivor Of $2.8 Million In Connection With Romance Scam

Florida woman accused of using dating site to launch "years-long scheme" to defraud Holocaust survivor out of $2.8 million

SWC Again Blasts Amazon for Monetizing Nazi and Neo-Nazi Paraphernalia

Judge slashes Charlottesville penalties by 90%, from $26M awarded by jury to $2.35M

Antisemitic Graffiti Found at Ridgewood High School
Descendant Of Holocaust Survivors Demand Change In Montgomery County Schools

Her ancestors survived the Holocaust. She returns to Germany to reclaim her identity

Michigan homeowner's Nazi flag sparks outrage in historic immigrant community

Amazon removes some Nazi related items after ‘monetized hate’ slam

Amazon Removes Some Nazi-Linked Products After Complaints From Jewish Center

Jewish Organization Asks Amazon to Remove Nazi-Related Items Again

Combating antisemitism today: Holocaust education in the era of Twitter and TikTok

White supremacist Nick Fuentes returns to Twitter with a spree of antisemitic comments

Blue Valley student says swastikas are nothing new at school

Stanford University Student Photographed Reading Hitler Manifesto

Website Promoting Holocaust Education Titled ‘EducateKanye’ Launched by Jewish Activist

Vatican

How Nazi Germany loomed over Pope Benedict’s childhood

Pope Benedict XVI, who went from Hitler Youth to advancing Catholic-Jewish relations, dies at 95

Opinion: Pope Benedict XVI cemented the template for better Jewish-Catholic relations

Despite Some Miss-Steps, Benedict XVI Was A Committed Friend To The Jews

*******************************

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join *GSI* and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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